A Good Year of Change!
By: Claire Bainer & Liisa Hale

A

fter each fiscal year ends on September 30, the administration puts
together a review of the year for the Board of Directors, based on a set
of statistics about the children, the staff, the programs, and the physical
and financial operations. We thank our Operations Director, Spencer, for managing this process this year as a sort of “final exam” on his first year of learning
about all the ins and outs of BlueSkies. This month’s article is excerpted from
his report.
Over the last year, BlueSkies has kept a strategic focus on successful leadership transition. The Board and Administration know that transitions can
be one of the most daunting challenges an organization faces, and one of the
clearest lessons we’ve learned looking back is that it is an ongoing process that
morphs and changes as circumstances shift. With change, novel challenges
arise, hidden problems surface, and we are called on to constantly flex and
bend to meet the unexpected.
Another lesson that we’ve learned, though, is that BlueSkies is well prepared
for the ongoing change. A viable organization is always growing and evolving,
so that bending and flexing is part of what keeps us moving forward. In years
past, in several different ways, we’ve spoken about the importance of balancing
consistency and novelty, strengthening what makes BlueSkies such a special
place while introducing innovations to make it sustainable long into the future.
Over this last year, with intention and focus, we’ve seen how striking that balance looks when it’s successful due to the following elements:

•
•
•
•

•

Upcoming Events
Thursday Nov 9
Parent Scholarship
Committee Meeting
6:15 - 7:45 p.m.

Friday Nov 10

HR closed for
Parent Conferences: Hedco,
PR & SR open as usual

Weds Nov 15

Staff Appreciation
Lunch11:30a.m.- 1:30p.m.

Thur-Fri Nov 23-24
Closed for Thanksgiving

Tuesday Nov 28

Parent Services Committee
Meeting
6:15 - 7:30 p.m.

An active and focused Board of Directors
Flexible and engaged staff
Stable and strong infrastructure
A consistent and compelling vision, realized in our work with children every
day

Substantial progress has been made in transferring knowledge of systems and
infrastructure to Spencer, and by the time Liisa retires next spring he will be
fully ready to take on her operational duties. With the day-to-day operations of
the school well in hand, our strategic focus will shift to:

•
•

November
2017

Strengthening leadership within the program
Continuing to develop evaluation systems to measure, maintain, and
continue to develop quality
Expanding our advocacy for Early Childhood Education

Claire’s focus over the last year has been to strengthen the leadership in the
programs in partnership with the Program Director, Ameena, and with the Assistant Program Director, Christa, learning her new role. In the coming years,
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Co-Directors Report Cont...
our leadership structure will be shifting away from the Co –Directors model to that of an Operations Director
(Spencer) and an Executive Director (Claire Bainer). Claire will focus on the strategic direction of the school,
continue to strengthen the agency’s consistency, stability and sustainability and on promoting the BlueSkies
model in the larger ECE community.
When people talk about what makes BlueSkies special, inevitably they talk about the amazing people who
work here. As we start to transition into a new leadership structure, it’s important to maintain an environment where all staff will thrive. In the past year efforts have been made to develop new leaders and structures
within the school to ensure continuity of caring and individualizing support for children, families and staff
while at the same time introducing new ideas and approaches. In this strong economy we have needed new
paths of recruitment and new strategies to retain skilled staff members. These efforts have resulted in a drop
in our turnover rate from 2015-16, and a fully-staffed program as the 2017-18 school year began. We are introducing new Professional Development opportunities for staff as well, to work with staff members who wish to
improve their credentials, skills, and pay rates.
The children’s play area, classrooms, gardens and yards continue to reflect the importance of beauty and joy in
the child’s life; squirrels bury walnuts, worms and snails are discovered and butterflies hatch and take flight,
all to the children’s delight. Clean, well maintained facilities, healthy food, and loving care around us all
require financing and care. We are pleased to have concluded the year in a healthy financial position, which is
the silver lining in the cloud caused by the difficult hiring market in the past year. We had no choice but to fill
several permanent positions with our floating substitutes for a large part of the year, saving money on wages
and benefits. In addition, our income was higher than anticipated due to an increase in enrollment hours. It
may not seem like much difference whether the average child is here 40 or 41 hours in a week, but over the
course of the year if 40 children in the nursery school are here 1 extra hour per week it is equivalent to enrolling another child, without the overhead.
Our strong budget position will allow us to move forward in the coming months with a number of facility upgrades such as replacing the Hedco roof, replacing the Wobbly Walkers climbing structure and some (small w)
wobbly fencing, getting new furnishings for the Copenhagen classroom, and other infrastructure upgrades.
Simple and wholesome food is an integral part of BlueSkies programs, and maintaining high-quality, organic
food service is a high priority but has been one of the least-documented operations in the school. As part of the
sustainability effort we devoted resources in the past year to developing systems that will support the staff and
keep the food service consistent for the children, a project that will continue in the coming year.
One of the key pieces of the mission of BlueSkies is to spread its values and talents for quality care beyond its
immediate walls. Publication last July of The Bridge to School: Aligning Teaching with Development for Ages
Four to Six, continued to document our expertise and make it more broadly available to practitioners in the
field. The book provides concise, targeted information for teachers who work in Pre-K or Transitional Kindergarten settings, covering both the why and the how of play in classrooms, along with insights into how the
normal development of 4-to-6-year-olds is manifested and how teachers can harness and work with those typical needs and behaviors. The new BlueSkies for Children website also greatly expands the types and volume
of content and features we can make available for teachers in the community, and it will be the centerpiece of
our communications strategy moving forward. Claire also continues spreading her increasingly-rare capacity
to align development with classroom practice by speaking to Transitional Kindergarten and community college
groups.
If you would like to see more of the “facts and figures” of the past year, do look at the annual “Fast Facts” on
our website or in the front office.
In the Nursery School we say “everyone is the same and everyone is different.” In the office we say “every year
at BlueSkies is the same and different.” The heart of the school stays pretty much the same – children and
teachers arrive each morning, parents pay fees, staff gets paid, the yards ring with happy shouts of ‘Look at
me!’ But every year the children, families, and the staff need a little something different, and the world around
us demands change as well – that’s what keeps us growing and learning as individuals and as an organization.
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Fall Mailer Reminder
A huge “Thank You” to everyone who submitted a list of contacts for this year’s Fall Mailer! Your support
is really what makes this campaign a success. If you have not turned in a list, it’s not too late! Please see
Julia for the form or check the parent portal on the website.
If you submitted a list, you should have recieved your packet of mailers by now. Please return the mailers
with your personal notes to the office as soon as possible so we can
get them in the mail before the Thanksgiving holiday (our goal is
November 10th). We will add postage here and mail them from here.
Thank you so much for your support and for helping raise funds for
BlueSkies’ Scholarship Fund! We couldm’t do it without you.
Please see Julia with any questions or email juliao@blueskies4children.org.

BlueSkies-isms
Parents often hear their children using phrases that
they suspect they learned at BlueSkies. Each month’s
“BlueSkies-ism” will include a phrase the teachers use all
the time at BlueSkies, and some context to help you use the
phrase at home too.

you,
“If you don’t want me to pat
l
you need to hold your body stil
and close your eyes.” OR “If you
to
want me to pat you, you need
s”.
eye
r
you
lie still and close

We use these words to help children as they lie down
for nap; whether children like being patted or don’t
like being patted, the teacher can make an incentive out of it for the child to learn to relax and rest
on his own. The adult’s goal is to help the child learn
to withdraw from external stimulation so he can fall
asleep; usually, patting the child is relaxing so the
adult disconnects socially from the child and uses her
presence to help the child calm without the stimulation of eye contact or conversation. If the child tries
to engage the teacher may say “We can talk about
that when you wake up. Now it is time to go to sleep,
no talking now.”

Staff out in November
The following staff will be out this month:
* Ameena out 11/1 - 11/9
* Brandi out 11/13 - 11/15
* Ki’erra out 11/17 - 11/22
* Shardae out 11/20 - 11/27
* Maria S out 11/22 - 11/27
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Snapshot in the Schoolroom:
Guidance

It is 11:00 and the Schoolroom children have been playing both in the classroom and in the yard since 9:00. A
gentle winding down is beginning the slow transition to story time, lunch and nap. Watching, I can feel the
children’s play becoming less vigorous; the drawing table is getting busier again and children are choosing puzzles or tray toys. Children settle in the book area, reading
to each other and looking at books; others are chatting at
the light table as they build, or playing in the sink. The
children know and trust the rhythm of their day; without
the teacher saying anything they know it is time to relax
and replenish the body with food and rest.
Two little girls wander into the large block area and,
noticing the basket of cars, they each grab a small car in
each hand. They crawl around in a circle on the open rug
driving their cars. One boy, then another, come to see
what is happening. The girls’ voices get a little louder and
start to be silly, calling the cars “my babies,” occasionally
bonking themselves in the head with the cars and laughing “oh, babies!” as the driving gets faster. The cars are
now driving up the shelves and across the tops, bumping
things along the way. The boys grab a car for each hand and begin to roll around on the floor zooming the cars,
laughing and joining in the silly, somewhat random activity. The teacher notices and strolls into the big block
area; she pulls out a large ramp and puts it on the floor, looking as if her chief mission is walking to the play
sink to check the water. Bella runs her cars down the ramp. Rosie Grace follows her, sending the little cars
zooming down the ramp and across the rug. Teacher wanders back over to the block area and puts a flat plastic
circle down near the base of the ramp and goes to see how a child is doing at the puzzle table. The red car rolls
down the ramp and stops on the plastic spot – “basket!” yells Bella. The boys pull out the other ramps off the
shelf; now the cars are going up and down the ramp and the children get more plastic circles to make more
“basket” destinations. The silly random nature of the play has become intentional and focused. The children
are at work trying to roll the cars where they want them to go and to get them to stop on the spots they have
chosen.
The teacher could see that the children wanted to play together and that they needed help finding an idea to
focus their play. Knowing that four-year-old children respond best to more subtle and opportunistic suggestions, and often reject direct suggestions, she behaves accordingly. (By four, the children want to be sure the
adults in their lives know how big they are and how able they are, so they are quick to say they know everything and can easily feel insulted by the adult’s inference that they might need a little help.) Thus the teacher
offers her suggestion and guidance in non- verbal ways. She pulls out the ramp, giving the random driving a
focus. She puts some flat plastic stepping spots around as landing destinations, knowing that it will require
some skill and control to get the cars to go down the ramp and land on a plastic spot. And sure enough the
children slow down and focus their play. Without saying anything she helped the children engage and expand
their play; the silly behavior diminished, and the play was sustained with its happy social connection. This
subtle approach allowed the children to remain in charge of their play. With four year olds, adult guidance is
often just an assist done in support of the children’s successful experience of themselves as playmates. It also
achieved the teacher’s goals to lower the classroom activity level towards a graceful transition to a pleasant
story and meal.
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Recipes from the BlueSkies Kitchen
Occassionally we receive requests from parents for recipes to make some of their children’s favorite BlueSkies
dishes. This month we have a special treat for you - BlueSkies’ Gluten Free Cornbread. This cornbread was
added to the school menu a few years ago and was an immediate favorite in the Nursery School where the
children eat it with lentil soup. It’s the perfect treat for the Fall!

Gluten Free Cornbread
1 3/4 cup
2 tsp 		
1/2 tsp 		
2 		
1/2 cup
2 cups 		
2 tbsp

organic cornmeal
baking powder (aluminum free)
salt
eggs (room temperature)
honey
milk (warm)
melted butter - melted

Preheat oven to 450°F. Grease 10” cast iron skillet or 8”x8” pan.
In a small bowl, combine cornmeal, baking powder and salt. Whisk to combine.
In a medium size bowl, beat eggs, milk, honey and melted butter.
Pour the dry ingredients into the wet. Mix until just combined. Spray pan liberally with Pam Spray (or another
gluten free cooking spray). Pour mixture evenly into pan. Place in center of oven.
Bake 20 - 25 minutes at 450°F or until a toothpick or knife come out clean. Top should be slightly golden brown
or brown). Allow to cool before cutting. Serve with butter and honey (optional).
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